


The sustainable solution 
for premium water... 

Born in Sweden



Described as ‘the purest tasting water’ by the best 
chefs and sommeliers around the world. 

We make water taste like water and everything else 
taste to its full potential. 

We are still and sparkling water, tapped and capped 
on site. 

Water as nature intended.

Meet Nordaq



We offer an environmentally 
sustainable, cost-effective
alternative 
to single-use water products



Chef Thomas Keller
The French Laundry and Per Se

“Nordaq has developed the greatest water 
system available.”

What our clients are saying…

Jens Dolk
Wine Critic & Restaurant Owner

"Water from Nordaq makes both water and 
wine taste better.  Serving environmentally 
friendly water without transportation today 
feels like a no brainer – everything else 
would be idiotic."

Chef André Chiang
Sichuan Moon

”By switching from bottled water to Nordaq, 
we can produce the best quality still and 
sparkling water in-house and serve it fresh. 
It is just like growing your own vegetables 
in the backyard.”

Chef Mathias Dahlgren
Michelin-star winning Swedish Chef 

”I’ve been a client for over 10 years. In 
addition to the high quality and great taste of 
the water, Nordaq’s sustainability efforts 
makes them a great partner for our 
restaurants, as that is an important aspect in 
all our businesses."



Preferred water to 155 Michelin stars

Available in 52 countries

…and counting



A few of our hotel & cruise ship clients



A few of our restaurant clients



Nordaq is served in beautifully designed, 
sustainable and re-usable glass bottles.

On-site bottling eliminates shipping and 
transportation costs while reducing vehicle 
emissions.

For a clean
planet



Our bottles



Nordaq's patented filtration system purifies tap water into a 
perfectly neutral result, without taste, smell, or impurities. 

It removes even the smallest particles that other filters 
miss, while maintaining salts and natural minerals.

The result is a balanced, neutral and rounded taste that 
will enhance the natural flavor of wine and food.

For 
a superior 

taste



How a manual system works…



How an automated system works…



Our water systems



Capping solutions



Consultancy → solution →  installation → ongoing servicing & support

Our
end-to-end

solution

Nordaq’s most distinguishing ability; its service driven focus 
Premium service for a premium product.
The experience includes technical assistance with drawings, 
tutorials and manuals for on-boarding and ongoing support with 
maintenance and sustainability endeavours.



No single-use bottles

No transports

No storage

No waste

No hassle

No worries

Our actions
define us 



www.nordaq.com


